
  1  CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter will present and discuss introduction concerning baground of the study, research problem of the study, research objective of study, assumption of the study, hypothesis of the study, and the definition of key terms.  
A. Baground of Study  In learning english has four basic skills they are, listening, speaking, writing, and reading, it is not easy when we study about that. In public is exactly the same any other learning process. It will happen naturally, so, as long as you’re welling to be brave and try something different. The key with public speaking is not excuse yourself from it simply because nervous, in evaluate situations almost everyone experiences anxiety. Here my reason with my thesis is to measure the high level of anxiety when public speaking. Anxiety is tension, insecurity and worries that arise because they are felt something unpleasant happened but its source is largely unknown and come from within.  "Anxiety can also be inhibits communication, namely difficulty in understand and use language as well difficulty in conversation 



articulation(voices to speak).1 Anxiety is disturbances, affective nature marked with feelings of fear or anxiety deep and sustainable, not experience interference in assessing reality (reality testing ability is still good, personality still remains whole no cracks personality or splitting of personality.  Behavior can disturb but still within limits normal. Anxiety is different from fear even though there is a link between the two. Anxiety is a reaction to the real danger that might cause a disaster.2 So anxiety is a reaction that can be felt by someone who feel nervous of something or some activities. Anxiety make human feel nervousand creates negative thoughts, people in every can have anxiety.  Public speaking is speaking directly in public to an audience.3 So public speaking is a speaking activity that is done directly or done in front of many people.Public speaking serves a very important function in that it creates a public, a group of people with some common interests. Its performance is an attempt to coalesce some public in support of some belief or action or event. And Public speaking is commonly understood as formal, face-to-face speaking of a single person to a group of listeners. Next public speaking is an activity who always accompanies someone who works at fields related to education, such as educator, instructor, motivator, consultant, lecturer, or guide of a tourist                                                            1Aryadillah, KecemasanDalam Public Speaking (Cakrawala,JakartaSelatan2017),Page.198 2Safitriramaiah, Kecemasan, BagaimanaMengatasiPenyebabnya (PustakaPopulerObor,Jakarta 2003), page.6 3https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/public_speaking access on 1 march 2021, 11.20 pm. 



attraction.4 It means public speaking is an activity that is always carried out by educational person, such as an educator or teacher, motivator, presenter and resource person. And public speaking itself is an activity which requires people to speak in front of the public in order to deliver the main ideas of their speech. Although public speaking that requires the speaker to speak in public, it is not the only form of public speaking.  Speaking is a way how a person can express and communicate his ideas to others which is done orally.5 So speaking is how someone expresses an expression and communicates an idea to others which is done directly. Speaking is required by people to interact among them. In speaking activity, many things that should be paid attentions, not only relate to what is speaking spoken, what the language used, but also who is our interlecutor. In addition, a good speaker should pay attention what the topic is being spoken by him, what the language that they used in order understood easy by listener, and to whom they speaksers.  Talking aboutSmile’s Ramadhan English Supercamp, is a program that is in the course of a course which is always held during the month of Ramadhan, which is once a year, and those who take part in this program are junior high schooll, seniour high schooll, and collage of students. In this course, you learn a lot about all things related to English lessons such as speaking, reading, writing, listening, vcabulary, grammar and others. Insmile’s ramadhan english supercamp                                                            4Ibid.Page,200 5Mukminatuszuhriyah, “Storytelling to Improve Students’ Speaking Skill”, (Journal, HasyimAsya’ari University, Jombang,2017),4. 



can get moduls, pocket books, certificates, english outbound and tours can fast and sahur together and every focused on public speaking and personal branding. This program can make students gain knowledge about english and be more confident, more attractive and creative. However, when the researcher conducted interview with student about this program, some students fell anxious, afraid, and nervous when doing public speaking, because in this program all students are required to speak public and full English and there are no levels because all students are tobe one class.  So, after the researcher found the phenomen above, the reseacher is strongly interested to research this phenomena. And the researcher takes a title of this thesis  “The Influence of Students Anxiety on Public Speaking of Smile’s Ramadhan English Supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura”   
B. Research Problems John W. Creswell said that “research problems are the educational issues, controversies, or concerns that guide the need for conducting a study”6. So research problems are issues of education, controversy, or assistance that need to be investigated. The aim of the researcher  is to find gaps thatcan be filled by the researcher work. Based on the background of the study, the research problems are:                                                            6John W. Creswell Educational Research : Planning, Conducting, And Evaluating Quantitative And 
Qualitative Research, 4th Ed. (Boston:Person Education, 2012) Page.59. 



1. Is there any influence ofstudents anxiety on public speaking of smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura? 2. How is significance influence of students anxiety when do public speaking of Smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura.  
C. Research Objectives Adnan latief states that research objective, whether by sosiolinguistic , political scientist, or antropologis is to try, to find answers to theoritical questions within their respective field7.  From the reseacrh problem above, the aims of the research are: 1. To test the influence of students anxiety on public speaking of smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura. 2. To measure howsignificantly is the influence ofstudents anxiety on public speaking of smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura.  
D. Assumption                                                            7Adnan Latief, Reseaach Methods On Language Learning An Introduction,p.18. 



Assumption is basic opinion about postulate related to research problem and it is truth is accepted by researcher.8 It is clear with the researcher state assumption is the important fact which regard the truth, but it has not proven the truth it self. The assumption of this research there is an influence of students anxiety on public speakingof smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura.  
E. Hypothesis Hypothesis is tentative reply toward problems that can solfe by research, which is form ulate from basic of knowladge an logic that will be tested the truth by research to do from language reasearch, hypothesis need not include because, the kinds of language research was descriptive characteristic.9 Sugiyono state that hypothesis is a temporary answer for reseach problem in which the research problem is an interrogative form. There are two kind of hypothesis (Ho) and alternative Hypothesis (Ha).  1. Null hypothesis(Ho)  There is no the Influence of students anxiety on public speaking of smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura. 2. Alternative hypothesis (Ha)                                                            8Donald Ary, Introduction To Research In Education ( USA: Hold, Richart And Winston,1979),Page.42. 9Mahsun, Metode Penelitian Bahasa, (Raja Grafindo Persada, Jakarta 2005),page.72 



There isthe Influence of students anxiety on public speaking of smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura. In this case, the researcher use Hypothesis (Ha) as a mean of guessing the result of reseacrh. The hypothesis that is the Influence of students anxiety on public speaking of smile’s ramadhan english supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura.     
F. Significance of The Study Significant of study that is, it should be one whose solution will make a contribution to educational theory or practice10. 1. Theoretical significance The result of this research is exspected to give how the students to make good public speaking. Also aspect to be useful reference for the next researcher who wants to research that is focus in Students Anxiety. 2. Practical significance a. For students                                                             10Oxford learner’s pocket dictionary, (new york: Oxford university press,2008),p.393 



The result of the research will give constribution the students knowledge about the influence of students anxiety when doing public speaking.  b. For the teacher The result of this research will give an inspiration to improve and to increase their creativity in public speaking. c. For the researcher The result of this research can be used as information or reference especially about the influence of students anxiety when doing public speaking.      
G. Scope and Limitation  Scope is range of things that a subject, an organization deals with. The scope of this research is focusing on  the influence of students anxiety on public speaking. Limitation is rule act or controlling something. And limitation focusing in of smile’s Ramadhan English Supercamp in Bicorong Pakong Pamekasan Madura.  
H. Definition of The Key Term 



John W.Creswell suggest us to begin our research by narrowing topic to a few key term using one or two words or short phrases.11 Common purpose of providing key term to give universal understanding. Using this reason the researchers give some definition of the key term, as the following : 1. Anxiety is a condition of someone who can feel uncomfortable in a condition and cause a poor response.  2. Public speaking a saying, writing, what is done in front of people crowded or public. 
 

                                                             11John W. Creswell Educational Research : Planning, Conducting, And Evaluating Quantitative And 
Qualitative Research, 4th Ed. (Boston:Person Education, 2012) Page.82. 


